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if m is not an integer. 
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OR

(a) Prove that
cosr = Jo@) + 2Xtr(-1)" Jr"(x)

(b) Prove the relation

J n(x) = (-L)" x" (] fi)" l.trl
OR

(b) (i) hove that Jn(x) is a coefficient of tn in the expansion of generating function "pi\ -!r)

(ii) Calculate Gamma function a (- )
Q.2 (a) Describe in detail Brachistochrone (shortest time) problem,

OR

(a) On the basis of electromechanical analogy, obtain Lagrangian for series and parallel L-C-R

electric circuit. Q)

(b) obtain the angular acceleration of the simple pendulum (applying LUM). (5)

OR

(b) Explain phase space. Illustrate phase space by considering an example of one dimensional

(7)

(6)

(5)

(7)

Energy eigen value

(6)

(6)

(7)

simple harmonic oscillator.

e.3 (a)Write Schrodinger's equation in radial form and solve it to obtain energy eigenvalue equation

using admissible conditions.

OR

(a) What is stationary state wave function? Discuss Bound states of Hydrogen atom' Q)

(b) Give Difference between lsotropic and Anisotropic oscillator. If three oscillators have same

frequencies (a, = oz = @t) then obtain its eigen value and eigen function.

OR

(b) Discuss interaction of charge particle in the uniform Magnetic field' Obtain

in terrns of cYclotron frequencY.

(6)

P.T'.O.



Q.4 (a)Define projection operator. If F corresponds to dynamical variable ohanging lv) to (rl then

obtain (z), =[oj, (*), in A-representation' (7)

OR

(a) Prove that, (i) (x];lv) = x (ii) (' lPlx') -- 
L 6$ - *')

Gii) (nlplv)= -in4l(')c)

(b) What is generator of infinitesimal translation along x-direction? Explain change of coordinates

under translation which induce unitary transformation'
(s)

(s)(b) Write a short note on o'Space lnversion"'

QUIZ

l. Write Hamilton's PrinciPle'

2. Whal is a'HodograPh"?

3. The geodesics of a spherical surface are 

-'

4. Which matrix is known as Hermition matrix?

5. What is the relation between JY) vector function and (YlZ

6. Prove that (/l Y) = (Y l/) 
- 

.

7. Write potentialenergy equation of Hydrogen atom'

8, Give relation between parabolic co-ordinate to spherical polar coordinate'

9. Write Bessel's differential equation.

i0. What is the value of J,',(0) for n*0 ?

10 marks
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